Junshin Gakuen University （純真学園大学）
Evaluation summary
“Standard 1. Mission and Objectives, etc.”
The Junshin Gakuen University states “elegance, intelligence, and service” as its spirit of
foundation and Gakuen motto, expresses its specific explanation in concise manner, and get
it across students, faculty, and public to explain and publish in a straightforward manner. It
also established “‘Plan for the Future’ Conference” and build up a system to review to
accommodate changes of social situation.
The mission, objectives, and educational objective of the University are reflected in three
policies (diploma policy, curriculum policy, and admission policy) and applied to its
educational curriculum and educational activities such as after-school activities. Educational
and research organizations needed to accomplish these goals are organized.
“Standard 2. Learning and Teaching”
The University made up its unique subjects, including explanation of Gakuen motto and
“Introduction of Junshin Philosophy,” from the first grade to foster human resources for
future team medical service providers and promote education actively in which work values
has been matured, and the President by himself plays a central role in these lectures.
The University also positions teachers in charge of a grade in all four divisions, as well as
introduces teachers in charge of small group (hereinafter called SG teachers). It supports
learning by supporting students and keeping track of attendance in cooperation with teachers,
provides practical rooms, equipment, devices and appurtenances depending on
characteristics of each division, maintains dormitory, cafeteria, study rooms and open area,
and enriches its learning environment and amenity. It also set “Best Lecture Award” based
on “lecture evaluation questionnaires” and offers open classes lectured by the awarded
teachers to help improvement of lectures in the whole university.
“Standard 3. Management, Admission and Finance”
Decision-making, authority and responsibility of the University are defined in its codes,
etc. Positioning and roles of faculty council and other organizations and meetings, such as
“Department Operation Conference I” and “Department Operation Conference II,” are also
defined in association with appropriate leadership exerted by the President. In the above
system, the University tries to facilitate decision-making using appropriate communication.
Furthermore, it also established “Plan for the Future Conference” where middle-term
planning and educational reformation are discussed.
In student acquisition achievement, the University acquires students that exceeds
enrolment or acceptance limit and gains stable income. The financial situation undergoes a
satisfactory transition after its completion in 2014.
“Standard 4. Self-Inspection and Evaluation”
The University organizes a structure of Self-Inspection and Evaluation activities in the

whole university based on the “Code of Self-Inspection and Evaluation Committee in the
Junshin Gakuen University.” It is conducting Self-Inspection and Evaluation using an
internal community site, “Information-sharing Site of Junsin Gakuen” in collaboration with
each committee and executive offices of the corporate business and the University and
“Institutional Research (IR) Room” has supported this activity since 2015. As such, the
University has enriched its structure to analyze and utilize data. Each division and committee
sets goals, summarizes the activities at the end of annual year to expose and visualize issues,
and validates the evidence and link it to various improvement activities out of consideration.
In general, the University created its unique “Junshin Philosophy” in common education
subjects and organized characteristic educational curriculum including subjects of “team
healthcare,” which targets multi-professional cooperation needed in future medical service
providers, under the leadership of the administrative director and the President. Future
learning effect of its characteristic approach, such as building of integrated 4-year curriculum
started from the first grade, holds promise.
Please see a general comment of the standard for “Standard A. Contribution to the Society”
defined as a unique framework of the University based on its mission and goal.

